
EXHIBIT A 

Supplemental Disclosures 
  

The Merger — Background of the Merger 
  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 28 by adding the following sentence after the last sentence of the last full paragraph on such page (concerning the 
calling of a special meeting of the Board to discuss the establishment of a special committee): 
  

“Over the prior months, the independent, non-management members of the Board had been meeting periodically to discuss the 
Company’s challenges and the direction of the Company, and the Board agreed that it would be natural and in the best interests of 
the Company for the special committee to consist of this same working group.” 

  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 29 by adding the following sentence before the first full sentence on such page (concerning the determination to formally 
engage a financial advisor): 
  

“Following the formation of the Special Committee, Mr. Lubell only participated in discussions with parties interested in a potential 
transaction with the Company with the approval of, and at the direction of, the Special Committee, and Mr. Lubell did not participate 
in the decisions of the Special Committee.” 

  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 29 by adding the following sentence after the first full sentence on such page (concerning the determination to formally 
engage a financial advisor): 
  

“Further, in light of these factors, the Board did not see the need to formally consider engaging any financial advisors other than (or 
in addition to) Guggenheim Securities at this time.” 

  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 31 by adding the following sentence after the first sentence of last full paragraph on such page (concerning the parties 
contacted by Guggenheim Securities): 
   

“Guggenheim Securities selected this group of parties based on the Special Committee’s directions to contact both strategic and 
financial parties with the resources and ability to consummate an acquisition of the Company.” 

  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 37 by adding the following sentence after the fourth sentence of last full paragraph on such page (concerning the 
potential for an acquisition by the Company of Party K): 
  

“It was noted that a PIPE investment would be dilutive to the Company’s existing stockholders and would not address a number of 
the strategic issues facing the Company.” 

  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 38 by adding the following sentence after the last sentence of the last full paragraph on such page (concerning the 
discussion involving Ms. Koplin, Mr. Collins and the Special Committee): 
  

“The strategic initiatives and proposed changes that were discussed included, among other things,  (i) restructuring of the 
Company’s design team, (ii) building a global merchandising team, (iii) the merging of the Company’s pre-production functions into 
product development and sourcing teams, (iv) building a global planning department for merchandise planning, (v) building a 
marketing department, (vi) expanding the Company’s product line, (vii) implementing other department head restructuring and 
(viii) various proposals to reconfigure the Company’s international strategy and marketing efforts.” 

  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Background of the 
Merger” on page 40 by adding the following sentence after the last sentence of the last full paragraph on such page (concerning the 
appointment of Ms. Koplin as Interim Chief Executive Officer of the Company): 
  

“Ms. Koplin and TowerBrook did not engage in any negotiations regarding Ms. Koplin’s employment following the Closing prior to 
the execution of the Merger Agreement, and as of the date of this Proxy Statement they have not entered into any agreement with 
respect to her post-Closing employment.” 

  

The Merger — Opinion of Guggenheim Securities, LLC 
  

The following disclosures supplement the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Opinion of 
Guggenheim Securities” on page 56 regarding Guggenheim Securities’ discounted cash flow analysis: 
  

“Guggenheim Securities used the Company’s Bloomberg historical five-year average adjusted beta, its Bloomberg historical 
two-year average adjusted beta and its Barra predicted betas (both current and over time) in calculating the Company’s cost of 
equity because, in Guggenheim Securities’ professional judgment, it is customary and appropriate to use these inputs in 
calculating a company’s cost of equity.” 
  

“Guggenheim Securities applied a 2.46% liquidity premium as per Ibbotson’s 2013 SBBI Valuation Yearbook in calculating the 
Company’s cost of equity because, in Guggenhein Securities’ professional judgment, it is customary and appropriate to use this 
input in calculating a company’s cost of equity.” 
  

“‘Mid-year convention’ refers to discounting a full year of cash flow in a discounted cash flow (‘DCF’) analysis from the midpoint of 
the year rather than at the end of the year.  Guggenheim Securities used the mid-year convention in its DCF analysis because it 
more accurately reflects the present value of future cash flows since cash flows are actually earned throughout the year rather than 
at the end of the year.” 
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“Guggenheim Securities applied an illustrative range of perpetual growth rates of 1.0-3.0% in the DCF analysis.  Guggenheim 
Securities estimated the Company’s perpetual growth rate based on its professional judgment and prior experience after reviewing 
a number of factors including, among other things, the Company’s historical and projected financial performance, industry growth 
projections, total retail store potential, market data and macroeconomic factors.” 
  

“The terminal LTM EBITDA multiples disclosed in the proxy were implied by the range of terminal values calculated in the DCF 
analysis based on the Company’s normalized unlevered free cash flow at the end of the projection period and the range of discount 
rates and perpetual growth rates used in the DCF analysis.” 
  

“The Company does not have accrued net operating losses and, therefore, no related adjustment was required in the DCF 
analysis.” 
  

“Guggenheim Securities calculated unlevered free cash flows using inputs provided by the Company.” 
  

The following disclosures supplement the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Opinion of 
Guggenheim Securities” beginning on page 56 regarding Guggenheim Securities’ discounted cash flow sensitivity analysis: 
  

“The key variables sensitized as part of the DCF sensitivity analysis were (1) total store count, (2)  the growth rate in consumer 
direct same store sales, wholesale and international sales and (3) EBITDA margins.” 
  

“The Company’s Five Year Plan contemplates a total of 187 stores in operation at the end of the Five Year Plan and a cumulative 
annual same store sales, wholesale and international growth rate during the Five Year Plan of 2.9%.” 
  

“The sensitivity analysis was performed to illustrate for the Special Committee and the Board the impact on the DCF valuation 
resulting from changes in the aforementioned variables in the Five Year Plan.” 
  

The following disclosures supplement the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Opinion of 
Guggenheim Securities” beginning on page 57 regarding Guggenheim Securities’ precedent merger and acquisition transaction analysis: 
  

“Guggenheim Securities used LTM EBITDA and forward 12-month EBITDA multiples in its precedent transaction analysis.  LTM 
EBIDTA multiples are not dependent on the target company’s projections and provide a more robust data set for comparison 
purposes because a forward 12-month EBITDA is not available for all companies.  In fact, such data was not available for three of 
the transactions in the relevant data set.  Forward EBITDA multiples are used because these multiples incorporate the impact of 
the subject company’s near term growth prospects.” 
  

“The transactions were selected by Guggenheim Securities as companies principally operating as specialty retailers primarily in 
U.S. malls serving customers generally similar to the Company’s core customers or because a significant portion of their sales are 
in the premium denim category, as disclosed on page 55 of the Proxy Statement.  No other criteria were used by Guggenheim 
Securities in selecting the peer companies.” 
  

The following disclosure supplements the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Opinion of 
Guggenheim Securities” beginning on page 59 regarding Guggenheim Securities’ leveraged buyout analysis: 
  

“Guggenheim Securities determined the IRR used in the Leveraged Buyout Analysis based on its professional judgment and 
experience in transactions of this type, size and risk profile.  Guggenheim Securities determined the equity compensation 
assumptions used in the Leveraged Buyout Analysis based on information included in TowerBrook’s initial indication of interest to 
the Company and its experience in comparable situations.” 
  

The following disclosures supplement the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Opinion of 
Guggenheim Securities” beginning on page 59 regarding Guggenheim Securities’ leveraged buyout sensitivity analysis: 
  

“The sensitivity analysis was performed to illustrate for the Special Committee and the Board the impact on the LBO analysis 
resulting from changes in the aforementioned variables in the Five Year Plan.” 
  

“The phrases ‘at a constant rate’ and ‘linearly’ are used synonymously in the Proxy Statement.  ‘At a constant rate’ should be read 
as ‘linearly.’” 
  

The following disclosures supplement the discussion in the section of the Proxy Statement captioned “The Merger—Opinion of 
Guggenheim Securities” beginning on page 60 regarding Guggenheim Securities’ premia paid analysis: 
  

“The Premia Paid Analysis compares the purchase price received by target shareholders in prior retail transactions relative to each 
such company’s market price at various points in time prior to the first public disclosure of each transaction, expressed as a 
percentage increase.  This analysis does not include valuation multiples.” 
  

“Guggenheim Securities believes that recent transactions are more relevant to its analyses than older transactions, and prefers to 
limit its consideration to recent transactions when the number of such transactions provides an adequate basis to support an 
analysis.  Guggenheim Securities did not review transactions that occurred before 2011 for purposes of the premia analysis 
because Guggenheim Securities believed that the transactions involving U.S. retail targets announced after January 1, 2011 
provided an adequate number of reference points to support its analysis.” 


